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Principles of Operation 

Sea Pen Aeration Function 
The basic premise of sea pen aeration is to distribute air in 

small bubbles through the pen and allow those air bubbles to 

float to the surface though seawater.  This will affect the local 

conditions in the pen and the following functional benefits can 

be achieved:   

 Oxygen is diffused into the water for increased 

dissolved oxygen (DO), useful during slack tides. 

 Water airlift pumping is created whereby water from 

lower levels is drawn into an upwelling current.  This 

recycles the water in the pen. 

 A radial current away from each column of water is 

created near the surface, and this can help push away 

surface algae blooms travelling in on the tide that 

might endanger the fish.     

The net effect is that the fish will have higher a higher oxygen environment and therefore will feed more 

and grow faster.  It will also act as insurance against harmful organisms that might come in with the tide.  

With the right configuration, the system can act like the locked shields in a roman legion.   

 

 

Figure 1. CFD visualization of the flow patterns above a diffuser with air bubble rising through seawater 

Water Surface 
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Types of SPA Diffusers 
In the local region above a diffuser the bubbles rise in a column and this draws water upwards.  The 

phenomenon is called an airlift pump, which has low head but high flow.  The amount of water in the 

uprising column increases as the bubbles gets closer to the surface.  However, this upwelling column is 

only located above each of the air diffuser platforms.  The overall effect on a sea pen is moderated by 

the pattern of diffuser platforms in and 

around a pen, and also by any cross 

currents that may be present from the 

tides.   

Therefore to affect an entire sea pen site, 

the air diffusers generally are distributed 

inside of the sea pen (in pen).  They are 

also often placed in between pens 

(walkway) and sometimes even around the 

perimeter of a sea pen site (perimeter).   

These three different types of diffuser 

installations have different effects on a sea 

pen site.  Understanding these relative 

effects can help an operator with 

optimizing the implementation with 

specific site conditions at any one time.     
Figure 2. Different types of diffuser layouts  
(blue = in pen, green = walkway, orange = perimeter) 

In Pen Diffusers 

The diffusers are suspended inside of the pen, typically close to the 

bottom of the pen.  The fish are able to swim in and around the air 

bubbles.   While in pen diffusers have many advantages: DO in 

water in close to the fish, strong eddy currents inside of the pen.  

The in pen diffuser platforms have the disadvantage of increasing 

the amount of stuff inside and above the pen, but generally it is 

worth it.   

Walkway Diffusers 

Walkway diffusers are typically able to be suspended lower than inside of a pen 

and that allows deeper water to be drawn upwards in the pump action.  The 

aerated water can then get into the pen through the mesh in shallower water.  

This may be helpful installations where the water down deeper is a valuable 

resource that could increase the living standards of the fish. 
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Perimeter Diffusers 

The in pen diffuser platforms create a perimeter effect whereby the top several meters of water have a 

radial outward current that can push way water from the environment near the surface.  This is helpful 

at repelling certain types of algae blooms during the peak of summer.   Perimeter aeration with 

perimeter diffuser platforms can increase the chances of 

the fish surviving such an event by increasing the 

outward current near the top surface.  The outward 

surface flow from the perimeter aeration would push on 

any incoming water and route that surface water around 

the entire installation.  Perimeter aeration also had the 

advantage of operating in a similar fashion to walkway 

diffusers because deeper water would still be drawn up 

and half of that water would come into the pen.  

Balanced Air Control 
For most sea pen aeration sites, the diffusers platforms are inevitably installed at different depths.  This 

eases installation and also provide for the opportunity for walkway and perimeter diffusers to be 

installed at a greater depth than the in pen diffuser platforms could possibly be installed.  This enables 

water to be drawn upwards from the depths, at those sites where the deeper water quality is good.   

The inevitably different installed depths of the diffuser platforms lead to different back pressures on the 

air distribution piping, and without moderation this would create different flow to each diffuser 

platform.  This isn’t acceptable.  For example, it is likely that no flow would go to the deeper platforms.  

Therefore to ensure that equal flow goes to each of the diffuser platforms regardless of depth it is 

necessary to throttle the flow on shallower platforms.  Further, for feedback to balance the mass flow in 

each line to diffuser platforms an indication of the mass flow is necessary.   

Terminology: Mass flow is basically the same thing as standard volumetric flow (standard flow) in that it 

is impervious to temperature and pressure changes.  If you equalize mass flow you are also equalizing 

standard flow.  Actual volumetric flow (actual flow) will change depending up on the operating pressure 

and temperature due to the Ideal Gas Law.  This complicates the balancing process for rotameter 

flowmeters measure actual volumetric flow.   Various transformations of actual flow need to take place 

to determine standard volumetric flow (i.e. mass flow).   

STP = 1 Bar (14.7 psi), 15°C 

SCFM = standard cubic feet per minute 

The basic premise of the Sea Pen Aeration system is to enable the balancing of air distribution to each of 

the diffuser platforms, and sometime for the mass flow for different types of sectors of diffuser 

platforms to be operating at a certain target.  For instance, the in pen diffuser platforms may be 

operating at a different level than the perimeter diffuser platforms.  In either case, the standard flow to 

each of the diffusers would be necessary to verify operation is “on target.”   



Air Control Panels 

Air control panels are distributed throughout a sea pen site in closer proximity to the diffuser platforms.  

This minimizes the multiple line lengths to each of the diffuser platforms.  This also allows for a visual 

check on the water surface at the same time as getting feedback on standard flow in the panel.   

 

Figure 3. Freestanding SPA control panels mounted to grating on the flow.  Panels are configurable, with the 8 panel shown 

As the flow increases in the main manifold that feeds each of the control panels on the site, the pressure 

into each of the control panels will change.  This will change the actual volumetric flow measurements.  

So the direct dial readings in each of the panels might be different.  There are ways to determine the 

standard volumetric flow at a glance even if the pressures are different.   

A critical improvement on the control panels is the way flow is controlled.  Rather than changing all of 

the individual diffuser platforms at the same time, and therefore having to rebalance every valve on the 



entire site every time this is done, the change in flow can be done by changing the supply pressure to 

the control panels, either with the valve on the inlet of the control panel or with the site pressure 

regulator after the air receiver.   

Water Management 

When air is compressed its temperature rises and the heat is lost to the lines and air receiver.  Then 

when the air expands through the site pressure regulator it will cool.  Compressed air cannot hold as 

much humidity as ambient air so it “rain” inside of the airlines and can collect.  This is why water can be 

found inside of rotameter flowmeters, and what causes them to stick.  While this water will not affect 

differential pressure flow measurement, the water in the lines still needs to be managed because it will 

affect the pressure drop if water is not drained regularly.   

One solution is to have drain valves on the main manifold and air receiver that are periodically opened.  

Another solution is to have small orifices on low points on the main manifold that bleed a negligible 

amount of airflow constantly, and in so doing keep the main manifold free of accumulated water.   

Site Distribution 

The basic work of the sea pen aeration system is distributing compressed air from a centralized source 

to each of the diffuser platforms.  The main parts on any particular sea pen site are: 

 Compressors: Supplying the site with compressed air at ~100 psig.  For larger sites there may be 

multiple compressors on a compressor barge.  Some compressors are turned on when the flow 

rate is increased.  

 Air receiver: This helps to moderate the pressure fluctuations from the compressors and 

enables some of the excess liquid water to be drained periodically or automatically.   

 Site pressure regulator: A site pressure regulator that moderates the pressure in the main 

manifold(s) and therefore the pressures into the control panels.  Centralized control of flow can 

be achieved in this way.  There can be a bypass on this pressure regulator used during 

emergencies when maximum air output is necessary.   

 Main manifold: A large line to distribute the pressurized air over long distances.  For larger sites 

multiple manifolds may be recommended to keep the pressure drop below a maximum at the 

highest flow rates necessary during emergencies.  It is important to keep the main manifold 

drained of liquid water to reduce pressure drops.   

 Flow control panel: This consists of an inlet valve that can be used to control panel pressure, 

and individual control valves and flow indications for each of the diffusers.  

 Diffusers: A diffuser platform can hold multiple diffuser discs at a specific depth.  It receives the 

appropriate amount of air from one of the outlet lines of the control panel and distributes the 

air in a balanced way to each of the diffuser disc regardless of attitude because of small orifices 

under each of the discs.   



 

 

Figure 4. Using multiple control panels on a site for equal distribution of air to multiple diffusers 

DP Flow Indicator 
To be able to balance the flows in different diffusers and target the desired mass flow it is necessary to 

have flow measurement and compensate for pressures so that the standard volumetric flow to each of 

the diffusers is the same throughout the site.   

Sticky Rotameter Flowmeters 

Other flow panels use a rotameter flowmeter to indicate flow.  Rotameters are a good technology 

except in situations where liquid water is entrained, such as this application.  In this case the water can 

be oily since the compressors have oil in the compression chambers.  In the past it was found that wet 

and oily rotameters stick, and therefore operators could not trust the readings at a glance.  They had to 

modify the flow to see if they were sticking, and if they were then the rotameter needed to be removed 

and cleaned.  With potentially dozens or even hundreds of rotameters deployed at a site, this could take 
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a long time.  It probably also is true that operators didn’t always check due to other time constraints, 

and so there could be imbalanced operation for some period of time.   

Differential Pressure Flow Measurement 

To solve the rotameter sticking problem the new sea pen aeration control panel uses differential 

pressure flow indication.  This method is immune to water in the lines.  Any water that gets to the orifice 

will simply pass through and end up in the diffuser 

platform, which itself will pass the water through.    

Since excess air pressure is available sea pen aeration 

sites using standard compressors, this provides the 

opportunity to put some of that pressure drop into 

using differential pressure flow indication.  There are 

many highly accurate industrial flow meters that use 

this technology.  The SPA flow control panel utilizes this 

same technology in an economical package.   

Note: In typical sea pen aeration applications pressure is being generated at ~100 psig and yet only ~30 

psig is needed to overcome the backpressure at the depth the air is being injected into the water.  The 

rest of the pressure is lost through pressure regulators and line losses in a typical system.  This enables 

the pressure to be turned up and down as a means of site wide flow control.   

Standard Flow Measurement  

Differential pressure changes with actual flow.  Differential pressure is a measurement of volumetric 

flow, not mass flow.  What this means is that for the same mass flow, two different dials operating in 

different panels on the site may have to point at different values on the dial.     

Comparing the values in two different panels: 

 Different supply pressures + same dial readings = different mass flow  

 For same mass flow:  

o Higher pressure = lower dial reading 

o Lower pressure = higher dial reading 

It is possible to tell at a glance that the target nominal flows are being achieved even if the supply 

pressure is different.   

Site Flow Control 

As compressed air pressures change, the same mass of air will have a different volume if it is expanded 

or compressed.  Unless a rotameter flowmeter or differential pressure flowmeter is calibrated at the 

pressure it is operating at, the readings will be meaningless in terms of determining mass flow or 

standard flow.  Specific labels can be used to address this.   
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One type of label is to always have the same inlet pressure into a panel.  However, this typical requires 

that flow changes be done by changing every single diffuser valve in the entire site, which takes time.  

Changing flows across the site with site wide pressure changes can’t be achieved.   

With the ability to determine standard flow (= mass flow) at different inlet pressures, it is possible to 

have site control of flow without changing any valves inside the panel.   
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Figure 5. Site flow control by changing pressure 

The ideal way of changing flows is by changing the supply pressure, for it is the fastest method and 

doesn’t generally require rebalancing.   

At-a-Glance Nominal Flows 

With this control panel, nominal flow values can be determined easily even if the supply pressure 

changes.  This is done with special labels.  Even if panels are operating at different pressures it is 

possible to see quickly they are indeed aligned at the same target mass flow = standard flow.   

 

Figure 6. View of the flow indicator dials inside the panel 



The basic instructions for using the view-at-a-glance labels are: 

 Check the supply pressure in the panel, round to the nearest 10 psig 

 See that the dial is pointing to the same 

rounded pressure on the external label 

o If yes, the color indicates the 

nominal flow, and it is “on target”  

o If no, it is “off target”, so: 

 modify supply pressure 

until it does match, using 

site pressure or inlet valve 

 or modify flow valve until 

it does match, though this 

requires rebalancing 

 or simply leave the 

settings and use flow map  

So for example: 

 Panel 2: Close to compressor, supply pressure at 54 psig, dial at #2, standard flow is 12 scfm 

 Panel 1: Far from compressor, supply pressure at 43 psig, dial at #3, standard flow is 12 scfm 

Flow Map 

If adjustments are not required then the standard flow at any condition can be determined with the 

flow map that is supplied with the panel. 

 

Figure 7. Flow map for determining standard flow with any setting 



To determine the standard flow: 

 Look at the supply pressure 

 Look at the dial reading # 

 Find the coordinates on the flow map using the supply pressure and dial # 

 Read the flow for that band 

Balancing the flow in sea pen aeration to a high resolution is not necessary.  What is happening in the 

water with the bubbles is not an exact science.  What is necessary is flows are approximately the same.   

Diffuser Platforms 
The SPA diffuser platforms are made up of multiple disc diffusers – either 9” or 12” in diameter – that 

create microbubbles that will rise through the water column.  Depending upon the situation, there can 

be multiples of: 2, 3, 4, 5, or more disc diffusers per diffuser platform.   

 

Figure 8. SPA diffuser options with 3 disc diffusers and 5 disc diffusers 

 

Figure 9. Close-up view of the 3 disc diffuser platform 

The depth that a diffuser platform will go down in the water naturally is dependent upon the buoyancy 

of the hose that is transmitting the air to the diffuser platform.  At a certain depth the weight of the 
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platform will be counterbalanced with the hose, so if it is desired to have the platform go deeper it will 

be necessary to hang extra weight from the bottom of the diffuser.   

The flow through each of the diffuser disc is balanced with orifices that are underneath the diffuser disc.  

This way if the current causes the platform to no longer be level, rough the same amount of air will still 

flow through each of the diffuser discs.   

Operation 

Safety 
The panels operate with compressed air.  As such the following care must be taken: 

 The maximum operating pressure of the panel is 100 psig = 6.9 barg 

 Do not change components within the panel without first depressurizing the panel.  To do this 

close and lockout the inlet valve.   

 Opening the front panel door can be done safely at any time, but mind that the internal 

temperatures are not too hot of the panel is close to the compressor skid.   

 All hose connections to the control panel should have whip checks.  Outline lines are controlled 

via the green clamps on the cross bar underneath.   

Setup Site Wide Nominal Flows 
At the end of a full site commissioning the panels should be able to operate between nominal flows and 

1.5 x nominal flows by simply changing the site pressure.  This should occur while largely remaining in a 

balanced condition, with the potential of having to only balance the inlet valve.   

Setup 1.0 x Nominal Flow  

After all the equipment at a site is installed, the panels should be setup so rapid changes to the nominal 

condition can be easily accommodated with changes in site pressure.   

1. Ensure that all lines are hooked up between manifolds and flow panels and flow panel and 

diffuser platforms.   

2. Ensure that all the diffuser platforms are installed at their desired depth in the water. 

3. Start up the appropriate number of compressors so that nominal flow can be achieved 

a. E.g. 120 diffusers at the site x 12 scfm nominal = 1440 scfm = ?? compressors  

4. Set the site pressure regulator to 60 psig = 4.0 barg 

5. Start with the control panel furthest away from the compressors.  

6. Open the panel door. 

7. Balance the flow to all diffusers in a control panel.   

8. Throttle the inlet valve to the control panel so the supply pressure reads 50 psig = 3.5 barg   

9. Keep rebalancing the diffuser valves and the inlet valve until the supply pressure is at 50 psig 

and the 1.0 x nominal flow is indicated (green, 50 psig).   

10. Close the panel door.   



11. Move to the next panel and repeat steps 6 to 10, working your way back toward the 

compressors.  Many people can be balancing panels at one time.     

12. Once all the panels are balanced then go back to panel furthest away from the compressors and 

open the inlet valve until 50 psig is available.  Then do the same for all the other panels.  

Continue until all the panels are balanced with a supply pressure of 50 psig.   

13. Go back to panel furthest away from the compressors and open the inlet valve all the way.  Note 

the supply pressure difference from the target 50 psig.  E.g. 52 psig – 50 psig = 2 psi.   

14. Go to the site pressure regulator and adjust the pressure by the amount determined in the 

previous step.   

15. Repeat step 12, making sure that last panel(s) have their inlet valves fully open, while panels 

closer to the compressors have the valves throttled, so that all panels have a supply pressure of 

50 psig.   

16. Record the settings in the facility operating plan so personnel can quickly return to this setting in 

an emergency.   

At the end of this procedure you should know the nominal set point for the site pressure regulator.  

Write this down as you will return to this value any time you want to return to nominal flows.   

Setup 1.5 x Nominal Flow Balancing 

The control panels at the site have been balanced accurately at a single operating point above, however 

in this step we will modify the setting of the valves so that overall the balance is close at 2 operating 

conditions, with this extra condition being 1.5 x nominal flow.   

1. Operate the site balanced at 1.0 nominal flows.   

2. Make sure that enough compressors are operating to  

a. E.g. 120 diffusers at the site x 18 scfm nominal = 2160 scfm = ?? compressors  

3. Increase the site pressure of 80 psig = 5.5 barg.   

4. Starting from the panels that are closest to the compressors and working further way, change 

the inlet valve setting so that the supply pressure in that panel is 70 psig = 4.8 barg.  

5. Do not change the internal valve settings at this point.  Leave them as they are.   

6. Continue to balance all the inlet valves until all the control panels are set at 70 psig supply.   

7. Go to the last control panel and open the inlet valve all the way.  Note the supply pressure 

difference from the target 70 psig.  E.g. 72 psig – 70 psig = 2 psi.   

8. Go to the site pressure regulator and adjust the pressure by the amount determined in the 

previous step.  Note down the 1.5 x nominal site operating pressure at this specific site.   

9. Repeat step 4, making sure that last panel(s) have their inlet valves fully open, while panels 

closer to the compressors have the valves throttled, so that all panels have a supply pressure of 

70 psig. 

10. Now it is time to assess the overall balance of the valve inside of the panel.  Adjustments at this 

stage should be small, as they will affect the overall balance at the 1.0 x nominal flows that we 

previously had.  Here we have to “split the difference”.   

11. In a single panel:  



a. If a dial/diffuser output is higher than the target (orange, 70 psig) then close the valve 

slightly so that it moves about half way towards the target. 

b. If a dial/diffuser output is lower than the target (orange, 70 psig) then close the valve 

slightly so that it moves about half way towards the target.   

c. Adjust the inlet valve until the supply pressure is 50 psig.  Check the balance on the flow 

dials at 1.0 x nominal flow.  It may be slightly out of balance the other way.   

d. By going back and forth between 50 psig and 70 psig supply pressure, adjust the valves 

to split the difference between these 2 operating condition.  

12. Repeat the final balancing for all remaining panels.    

13. Record the settings in the facility operating plan so personnel can quickly return to this setting in 

an emergency.   

Now at this point all of the control panels have been balanced at 2 of the nominal flow conditions.   

Setup Maximum Nominal Flow = 2.0 x Nominal 

The maximum flow for the control panels can be achieved by bypassing the site pressure regulator or by 

adjusting the site pressure regular to its maximum output. It may also be possible to increase the 

pressure output on the compressors themselves to get to the desired output in the flow panel.   

1. Operate the site balanced at 1.5 nominal flows.   

2. Make sure that enough compressors are operating to  

a. E.g. 120 diffusers at the site x 24 scfm nominal = 2880 scfm = ?? compressors  

3. Determine method to modify the site pressure to its maximum output: adjust site regulator, 

bypass site regulator, and potentially increase output pressure on compressors. 

4. Visit the last flow panels to see where the maximum flow has ended up.  If the flow is higher 

than the target when the inlet valve is all the way open, then adjust the centralized pressure 

output so that the maximum flow of 2.0 x Nominal (e.g. 24 scfm) is seen on the external dial 

label for at a glance reading.  

5. Some adjustment of the inlet valves on the remainder of flow panels closer to the compressor 

might allow for higher flow rates than with their settings at the lower flow.  Iterate until 

everything is at target as with that furthest panel.   

6. It is not recommended that the valves to individual diffusers be adjusted in the maximum flow 

condition.  Some of the dials might not look completely balanced, but the all have received 

greater flows and the measurement gets overly sensitive at these higher flow rates.  Any time 

spent in rebalancing will be multiplied later when going back to lower flows and having to 

rebalance there again.  And rebalancing here will not help the situation in the net pens in any 

appreciable way.   

7. Record the settings in the facility operating plan so personnel can quickly return to this setting in 

an emergency.   

This condition may be necessary when there is an emergency with an algae bloom coming in close 

proximity to a site.   



Setup Minimum Nominal Flow = 0.5 x Nominal 

The minimum flow for the control panels occurs when the flow dial is barely off the zero mark.  It is 

possible that some flow will be occurring even if the dial is pinned at the minimum, but the amount of 

flow cannot be determined in this case.  When the dial is just off of its minimum, it will be at 

approximately 0.5 x Nominal.   

1. Operate the site balanced at 1.0 x Nominal flows.   

2. Turn down site pressure regulator until the majority of the dials in the last flow panel furthest 

from the compressors reads just off the bottom of the zero mark.   

3. Some compressors might be able to be turned off while still achieving the target pressure.  This 

would reduce fuel consumption.     

4. Adjusting the inlet valves in this condition is not recommended, as leaving them where they are 

will facilitate a quick return to 1.0 x Nominal flows.   

5. Record the settings in the facility operating plan so personnel can quickly return to this setting in 

an emergency.   

This condition may be desirable as a means of reducing the consumption of diesel on the site when 

there are no concerns about algae and the tide is strong, enabling high O2 in the pens due to natural 

means.  With the change being as easy as site wide pressure reduction solely, this setting can easily be 

made every shift as part of standard procedure.   

Changing Flow Rates 

Site Wide Flow Panels 

With the facility commissioned at the 4 different nominal flows, it should be possible to achieve site 

wide changes in flow relatively quickly between the different nominal settings.  This can be done 

without having to open the flow panels and adjust the individual valves for each diffuser.  The 

approximate balanced condition should remain, within functional requirements for sea pen air.   

The go to settings for the site pressure regulator and number of compressors will need to be determined 

in the setup stage.  Write in the details in this table: 

 0.5 x Nominal 1.0 x Nominal 1.5 x Nominal 2.0 x Nominal 

Flow per diffuser (US) 6 scfm 12 scfm 18 scfm 24 scfm 

Flow per diffuser (metric) 200 slpm 350 slpm 500 slpm 700 slpm 

# of compressors operating     

Compressor pressure      

Site regulator pressure         

Site regulator bypass No No No Yes / No 

 

Individual Flow Panels 

The flow rate into an individual balanced panel can be changed by changing the inlet pressure into the 

panel, up to the pressure available site wide.   



 Adjust the inlet valve until the target is achieved on the external dial: 

o TBD psig = 0.5 x Nominal flow (see dials are not bottomed out) 

o ~50 psig = 1.0 x Nominal flow (green) 

o ~70 psig = 1.5 x Nominal flow (orange) 

o ~90 psig = 2.0 x Nominal flow (red) 

If the inlet valve is opened all the way and the target pressure isn’t achieved, then increase the site 

pressure.  This will enable the panel to reach its target.  This may also require an adjustment on each of 

the other panel inlet valve at the site to verify their individual targets are achieved.   

Generally, the site pressure needs to be set so that the panel(s) with the highest flow targets have 

sufficient pressure at their inlet from the manifold.  If other panels at the site are to be operated at 

lower flows, those panels can have their inlet valves throttled.   

Plankton Mitigation 
With air balanced for an entire sea pen site, the flow of air to the diffusers can now be distributed 

differently based upon changing parameters seen in the sea pens.  The main reason for the aeration 

system on a sea pen site is to move low density algae/plankton water from below and dilute the 

algae/plankton density within the pens to a lower level.  There are many different strains of 

algae/plankton that pose different threat levels to the wellbeing of the fish in the pens.  As such, 

different air flow set-ups between the deep walkway outside pen diffusers vs the in pen diffusers can be 

used to keep the algae/plankton density low that the fish are exposed to.  Only on-site testing by sea 

pen staff will be able fine tune the different air flow settings amongst all the flowmeters on one site to 

address the unique algae/plankton that each sea pen site may encounter.  One sea pen site will most 

likely have different air flow set-ups than other sites based on this. 

Different net pen plankton densities from day to night (diurnal) 

Problem: The plankton remains shallow in the net pens during the night. 

Solution: Turn down flow to net pen diffusers and turn up flow to the deeper walkway diffusers.  This 

flushes net pens with more plankton free bottom water. 

Problem: The plankton is deep, or a worse strain of plankton is at deeper depths. 

Solution: Turn flow down, or turn flow off completely to the walkway diffusers, and turn up flow to the 

-problematic plankton within the shallow waters of the net pen, by 

continually circulating the net pen water.  This works even better if sites equipped with tarps have them 

in use.   

Shallow plankton densities 

Problem: Plankton densities are high at the net pen depths.   

Solution: Turn down flow to net pen diffusers, and turn up flow in walkway diffusers. This brings more 

of the plankton free bottom water to the surface to dilute the shallower net pens, where the net pen 

diffusers keep it circulating.   



Low dissolved oxygen levels 
Problem: The inner net pens are low in D.O., while the outer net pens are OK. 

Solution: Turn down the flow to all the diffusers on the outer edges, while turning up all the diffusers 

servicing the inner net pens.  Also, if the plankton densities are low, the inner walkway diffusers can also 

be turned down to direct more air flow to the inner net pen diffusers.  NOTE: If the air flow is at the 

bottom end of the suggested air flow specifications of each disc diffuser, then aeration efficiency of the 

diffusers should not be compromised.  More water movement should also occur, where the surface 

obtrusion of the upwelled water also contributes to dissolving oxygen into the water by interacting with 

the atmosphere. 

Installation and Commissioning 
This has not been done yet.  Much of the text is from the old manual.  

Compressed Air Supply to Main Manifolds 
 

Installing the diffusers 
PSPAD Assembly 

The powder coated pipe diffuser assemblies (PSPAD), for which either the 9” or 12” disc diffusers will 

screw into, are shipped as a one or 2 piece unit, ready for site installation, and the 3 diffusers to be 

screwed into.  If a 2 piece unit, the threads of the center diffuser need to be Teflon taped, and pipe 

doped before being tightly screwed into the center hub of the bottom portion of the diffuser assembly.  

There are PVC bushings within the metal 90 elbows for the diffusers to screw into.  As the disc diffuser’s 

threads are made of glass filled polypropylene, and the bushing’s threads are PVC, care must be taken 

when screwing these disc diffusers into the bushing.  Cross threading can occur, damaging the 

polypropylene or PVC threads.  If not screwed in correctly, they will not sit flat, degrading the diffuser 

assembly’s performance in the water, and the possibility of leaks to occur.  The disc diffuser’s threads do 

not require any taping or pipe dope.  Tie the hanging rope to the diffuser assembly’s top hanging ring 

(Image 8), for the diffuser to hang level in the water, like a chandelier.  There is a bottom hanging ring 

for additional weighting if required (Image 9). 

PSPAD Net Pen Installation 

Each site may have their own methods of installing equipment within their net pens, so a suggested 

PSPAD net pen installation is: 

1. Divide the square pen into 4 equal size boxes.  Each PSPAD is to hang at the center of each box.  

This is for any square net pen PSPAD installation.  For standard 30 meter square pens, this would be 7.5 

meters (25 feet) from each of the pen’s sides. 



2. Each PSPAD will be hung from a main stringer rope line stretched across the net pen above 2 of 

the box centers.  ½” copolymer rope has been used in the past for these stringers. 

I. 2 PSPAD’s per main stringer rope. 

II. Each main stringer rope line should stretch the entire length of the pen + 1.5 meters (5 feet) to 

tie off at either end to posts, or to the pen handrails. 

a. Caution: There is significant weight attributed to 2 PSPAD’s + the airline + any additional weights 

hanging from each main stringer line to bend handrail posts.  Reinforcing cables or support posts may be 

required on the tensioned handrails to relieve stress on the posts. 

3. The PSPAD’s are to be deployed at a depth close to the net bottoms in order to facilitate as 

much upward water movement as possible. For these instructions, let’s say the nets are 50 feet deep, so 

another 50 foot length of the ½” copolymer rope is required to hang each PSPAD from the stringer’s 2 

predetermined locations. 

a. Tie these two 50 foot lengths onto the positions on the stringer line. 

i. Black tie straps can be used to secure between the braids of the 2 ropes to keep the PSPAD 

hanging rope at their tied off locations. 

ii. Electrical tape has proven to stand up in saltwater as well. 

4. Retrieve 2 of the pre-assembled diffuser assemblies, and tie the other end of the hanging ropes 

to the PSPAD top hanging loop.  

a. Place them at the side handrails at the locations where they will be deployed, parallel to the 

stringer rope after it is tied off over the pen. 

5. The airline feeding each PSPAD needs to be calculated from where the PSPACP is placed in 

relation to this square pen.  Usually it is located mid-pen, at the ends where the stringer rope will be tied 

off.  If so, then two ¾” feeder airlines will run each side of the PSPACP along the handrails, down the 

stringer rope, and down the hanging rope to the PSPAD.  For our 30 meter square pen, this length to the 

closest PSPAD should be close to 25’ + 25’ + 50’ = 100’.  For the furthest PSPAD, the length will be 

another 25’, for 125’.  Add an extra 5’ feeder airline length to be safe for 2 lengths of 105’, and 2 lengths 

of 130’. 

a. Clamp one end of the 105’ feeder airline length to the closer PSPAD. 

b. Run the feeder airline along the hanging rope and loosely electrical tape them together at 10’ 

intervals.  Make sure you do not collapse the airline during the taping process. 

c. Keep taping the feeder airline along the stringer rope when you reach it, but tape every 5’ 

instead, to minimize drooping. 

d. Leave the last 35’ of feeder airline loose to tie off on the handrails. 



6. A ¼” copolymer rope is also required to be tied onto the PSAPD. 

a. Cut 4 lengths of 50’ + 25’ + 5’ = 80’ (24.5m) and attach to the bottom optional hanging ring of 

each PSPACD. 

b. The other end of these ropes will tied to the handrails beside each PSAPD location. 

c. This ¼” rope allows for the PSAPD to be installed and pulled from the water very easily. 

d. Once the main stringer rope has been tied in place with the feeder airline, and connected to the 

PSPACD, the PSAPD can be thrown over the handrail and slowly swung sideways into place by use of this 

¼” rope. 

7. Final installation of 2 PSAPDs 

a. Once the ½” stringer rope, the ½” hanging rope, the ¾” feeder airline, the 2 PSAPDs, and the ¼” 

deployment and retrieval rope are all assembled, as described above and as seen in Layout 1 for half of 

the diffusers for one pen, then 3 men can move the ropes into place for final attachments. 

b. 2 of the men, on each side of the pen, will pull the stringer rope with feeder airline over the 

handrails to locations above the final deployment locations of the PSAPDs, and tie either to the handrail, 

or to a post. 

c. The other man is feeding the 2 hanging ropes and feeder airlines for each PSAPD over the side of 

the handrail, as the 2 men are moving the stringer rope into place. 

d. Once the stringer rope is secured, each of the 2 PSAPDs can be lowered into the water using its 

1/2” hanging rope and ¼” retrieval rope. 

e. The same procedure is repeated for the 2 remaining PSAPDs on the other side of the pen. 

f. The feeder airlines can now be put onto each PSPACP’s dedicated ¾” hose barbs and hose 

clamped, ready for the main air to be turned on. 

Mainline Ball Valve Assembly Installation 

Image 12 shows what is shipped in the system for each PSPACP.  It also contains a hose clamp for 

clamping the 1” feeder airline to the PSPACP.  It contains a 1” MNPT threaded fitting for installation into 

a tee or saddle tee off the main 3 or 4” airline manifold.  Depending on where the PSPACP is placed in 

relation to the main airline, 1” hose lengths need to be cut on-site accordingly. 

 

Installing the flow control panel 
 

The PSPACP comes in 3 variations; 7 flowmeter, 6 flowmeter, and 5 flowmeter versions.  They have a 5” 

manifold attached to them to feed air to each flowmeter at the same pressure.  The 6 and 7 flowmeter 



PSPACP versions for square pens, come with 1.5” galvanized mounting leg assembly to bolt these 

flowmeter panels to, and then bolt to the pen walkways.  The 5 flowmeter PSPACP is for circular pens, 

and they have strut channels with pipe clamps to bolt to the large pipe handrails of the circular pens.  

The 6 and 7 flowmeter PSPACPs are to be spread evenly among the net pens at each site for easy 

installation of the diffuser assemblies with their hoses.  Typically, each PSPACP will service a single net 

pen with 4 PSPADs, plus 2 or 3 deep water PSPADs outside of each net pen between 2 pens.  By locating 

the PSPACP on the walkway in the middle of the pen, closest to all of these PSPADs, and within 

reasonable distance from the main 3 or 4 inch air mainline, will lead to shorter hose lengths being 

needed for each diffuser assembly.  A PSPACP layout plan should be mapped out first for each site to 

make the installation easier, and hose lengths as short as possible. 

 

Mounting each PSPACP to the square pen metal walkways: 

1. Attach the PSPACP to the pre-assembled galvanized stand as seen in Image 1 and 2. 

i. This can be assembled at the pen, or all pre-assembled in one of the site’s buildings. 

ii. Stand assembly consists of 2 long side pipes, 1 top shorter pipe, two 90 elbows for the top 

corners, 4 panel connectors, and 2 floor mount posts. 

iii. Put the #8 Allen wrench socket head nuts to the back, facing the pen. 

iv. Use the 3/8” galvanized bolt assembly in each PSPACP panel mount holes as seen in Image 4. 

2. Place the assembled PSPACP, with the stand, in its desired location on the walkway as seen in 

Image 3. 

a. Mark the location of the floor mount flanges on the walkway grid, and remove the assembled 

PSPACP. 

b. Remove the floor mount flanges from the stand, and place them back on the markings on the 

walkway grid. 

c. Use the ½” J-bolt assembly seen in Image 6, to bolt all 4 holes of the floor mount flanges to the 

walkway 

a) If the walkway grid is like the one seen in Image 6, then attach all the J-bolt assemblies to the 

floor mount flanges first with the nuts at the top like in the picture, and then place them in their pre-

marked locations. 

a. If the walkway is of the round hole patterned type seen in Image 11, then the floor mounting 

flanges most likely will need to be installed by lifting up the walkway grid piece to place the J-Bolt 

underneath it, or by reaching underneath.  A 2 man job in all likelihood. 



b) The J-bolts should slip through the grids, and can then be spun to catch the grid with the J 

portion of bolt, and the nuts tightened to secure each of them to walkway. 

c) Center to center distance is close to 31.5” for the 7 flowmeter PSPACPs. 

a. Place the PSPACP pipes into the loose bottom mount flanges, and tighten the #8 Allen key nuts 

on both flanges. 

b. Tighten the ½” galvanized nuts of the J-Bolts to finalize the attachment of the PSPACP to the pen 

walkway. 

 

Mounting the enclosures to the large 5” polyethylene hand rail of the circular floating net pens: 

These enclosures will come with 1 5/8” strut channels already bolted to the back of them, so installation 

is quite simple: 

1. Take the included strut channel clamps, plus the bolt and nut for 5” pipe that lock into the back 

of each strut channel attached on the enclosure, along with the enclosure to the selected location along 

the circular 5” hand rail. 

2. With the enclosure resting against the 5” hand railing, use 2 of the 5” clamps and lock them into 

the strut channel on the back of the enclosure with one concave up on the bottom of the hand rail, and 

the other concave down over the top of the 5” hand rail. 

3. Thread the included bolt through each clamps mounting holes, and screw on the nut. 

4. Firmly tighten this nut as much as possible to squeeze the clamp firmly onto the 5” hand railing. 

5. Repeat steps 3 to 5 for the 2nd 5” strut clamp.  

6. The enclosure is now secured onto the 5” hand railing, and can now have airlines run into and 

out of it. 

7. A rope or ropes may be used to secure the manifold on the bottom of the enclosure to the 

walkway decking to keep the enclosure in a vertical position. 

8. See below for PSAPD installation for the same system installation that will work with round pens 

as well. 

Site commissioning 
 

Start-up Procedure 

 



When all the PSPACP have been installed to the walkways or round pen railings, all the airlines plumbed 

in, the diffuser disc assembly platforms deployed (PSAPD) in the sea pens, and the compressors are 

online and ready to go, then the air control system should be deployed as follows.  As there are a 

number of enclosures on any one site, and manpower may be at a minimum, these start-up instructions 

can be used by a single person. 

 

1. As one last check, please go back and make sure every hose and barb has a hose clamp attached 

with a safety hose whip and is very tight.  The pressures involved can make the hose fly off the barb, if 

the hose clamp is not on tight enough. 

2. Make sure all the 1” ball valves, and the flowmeters on each PSPACP are off, so it is totally 

isolated. 

3. Turn the 1” mainline ball valve to the first PSPACP. 

4. Go to this first PSPACP, and slowly crack its side 1” ball valve to pressurize the manifold.  Note 

the pressure on the pressure gauge for flowmeter correction factor calculation. 

5. You will need to calculate the flow required by each flowmeter to balance the air from the 

compressor(s) with the flowmeter correction factor for the pressure that is indicated on each PSPACP 

after it has been pressurized.  (see ‘Flowmeter Calibration Correction Factors’ on page 6) of this manual, 

to calculate this value.  Once you have this calculated corrected flow, go to the next step. 

6. Turn on each flowmeter one-by-one, and set each flowmeters flow to somewhere near what the 

balanced flow you calculated with the flowmeter correction factor.  Do not try to balance the flow now.  

Pressures at each PSPACP will change once the entire system is running. 

7. Move to the next closest PSPACP and repeat steps 2 to 6 until there’s flow going through every 

enclosure and every flowmeter on the site. 

8. Now that air is flowing through every flowmeter on the site, it is time to go back and fine tune 

every flowmeter to flow the calculated balanced flow for each PSPACP’s unique pressure. 

9. Starting at the last enclosure you roughly dialed in, fine tune every one of this enclosure’s 

flowmeter’s valve to its corrected flow you calculated. 

10. Repeat step 9 for every enclosure to fully balance the air flow for the site. 

11. As one last check, go back and look at all the flowmeters to make sure they all are running at 

roughly the same level and thus flow. 

12. Periodically check the flowmeter’s levels to make sure they are all at the same level within each 

enclosure, to indicate nothing has changed with the air flow system.  If everything runs as normal, and 



the valves settings do not move because of vibration etc., then the balanced air flow should not change 

for the entire site if the air flow and pressure has not changed. 

Adding or Removing Compressors onto the System 

 

When taking one compressor off-line and only running on one compressor, or bringing another 

compressor on-line to add to the air flow, the flows and pressures of the system will change as a whole 

for each PSPACP.  As the pressure changes, the flowmeter correction factor will also change, and the 

flowmeters will need to be adjusted to reflect this. (see ‘Flowmeter Calibration Correction Factors’ on 

page 6) 

 

If the pressure at each PSPACP has not changed while adding or removing compressors, then all 

PSPACPs and their flowmeters should theoretically still be balanced, with no adjustments necessary.  

This scenario is highly unlikely, and in all likelihood all the flowmeters on the site will need to be 

readjusted because of the new pressure the PSPACP’s flowmeters are encountering.  Repeat steps 8 to 

11 of the ‘Start-up Procedure’ using the new calculated correction factor to re-balance the air for the 

site. 

Maintenance and Care 
Storage, anodes, changing dials 

Troubleshooting 

1. Cannot balance the air evenly among all the flowmeters. 

 

• Cause: Low Flow.  Actual flow from the compressors is not as specified, but lower. 

• Solution: Lower Flowmeter Flows.  A lower calculated value will result because of this, so 

all the flowmeters need to be dialed in to this lower value for the air to be balanced.  The first 

flowmeters were dialed to a higher level and are taking too much of the available air, so there is not 

enough air for the last flowmeters, and they cannot be dialed as high as the first flowmeters. 

 

• Cause: Low Flow.  There is a leak somewhere in the system. 

• Solution: Soap Test.  Get a bucket and a narrow paint brush.  Add about 10 squeezes of 

dish soap into a liter of water, and mix it into a bubbly mixture with the paint brush.  Start with the 

largest pipes and soap around all the fittings to see if any bubbles form.  Systematically go to the next 

smallest airlines and soap check them.  Tighten or repair any fittings you see bubbling profusely.  It 



would take a large leak to significantly affect the flow throughout the whole system, and you would 

probably hear the leaking air first before using the soap test. 

 

2. Cannot raise pressure in the system. 

 

• Cause: No Back Pressure.  All available air from the compressor(s) is being used as it exits the 

compressor(s) 

• Solution: Turn Down Flowmeters.  This solution should be addressed by the compressor 

manufacturer, as the specifications for the flow from the compressor is stated as a flow rate in Free Air 

Delivery, and a working pressure of 100 psig.  As a system with low back pressure was created, and the 

goal is to use as much air as possible to send to the diffusers, it seems the air control system is quickly 

drawing all the available air from the compressor(s).  There is no time for pressure to build in the air 

receiver and in the mainline manifold.  Turning down some or all of the flowmeter’s flow rates to draw 

less flow, will theoretically give time for the air receiver to build pressure. 

 

3. Cannot lower deep diffusers as much as I want to.  Diffuser bubbling shuts off after diffuser is 

lowered past some depth. 

 

• Cause: Low System Pressure.  When the depth of the diffuser goes beyond what the running 

pressure is in the flowmeters, then no flow can occur.  There needs to be a positive differential pressure 

difference for fluid to flow through a system.  The foot of head pressure + the small back pressure of the 

diffusers has equaled or exceeded the pressure in the flowmeters in this case. 

• Solution: Raise Diffuser Depths.  Raising the depths of diffusers will lower the back 

pressure and restore the positive pressure difference for the air to flow.  You can slowly raise the 

diffusers until you see air flow in the flowmeter, which will signify the absolute maximum depth the 

diffusers can go at the current system’s pressure. 

• Solution: Raise System Pressure:  Dialed in flows to all or some of the flowmeters can be 

reduced to draw less air from the compressors, in order for the receiver tank to build pressure from the 

compressor(s) feeding it.  Lower flows usually mean higher pressures can be achieved.  Consult the 

compressor manufacturer on this matter. 

 

4. Single flowmeter always tends to be out of balance from the rest. 

 



• Cause: Loose Valve.  Vibrations in the system are moving the valve’s setting. 

• Solution: Tighten Valve Nut.  There are 2 nuts on the valve that can be tightened on the 

globe valve, but only the smaller top nut closest to the handle will create more friction on the valve 

stem by tightening it.  Tighten this smaller top nut and you will notice the extra torque required to move 

the handle.  The valve’s setting should now not move, once set after this tightening. 

 

5. Too much water (condensate) collecting in one or more flowmeters. 

 

• Cause: High Humidity.  High humidity air + expansion of air within the system lines. 

• Solution: None Needed.  As mentioned in the ‘Principles of Operation’ section, water 

should not adversely affect the flow of air through the system.  Once the system is balanced in the 

beginning with little or no water in the lines, the air flow should remain unchanged in the flowmeters, so 

long as the valve’s setting does not change.  The air will just bubble through the collected water on 

down to the diffusers.  The diffusers are equipped to handle water passing through them.  Once the 

water volume in the flowmeter reaches some limit, bulk water should get blown up and out of the 

flowmeter clearing the flowmeter somewhat.  The flowmeters are really only required to balance the 

system in the beginning of start-up, and should not require additional adjustments.  It is the setting in 

the globe valve that is dictating the balanced air flow, and the flowmeter is not really required after it 

has been set properly.  The flowmeter can be thought of as a fancy pipe that has the ability to show us 

the flow going through the valve.  The flowmeter does not affect the flow of air, it only reads what the 

flow is.  Globe valves are designed to be used more for water than air, so the water will not change the 

valve’s setting, or affect the globe valve’s ability to balance the air flowing through it. 

• Solution: Blow Condensate Water Out 1:  Close all the flowmeter valves on the PSPACP, 

and open the ½” condensate drain ball valve located at the bottom of the large round PSPACP’s 

manifold.  This will purge any collection of the water/oil mixture out of the manifold out through the ½” 

ball valve.  Since the condensate is an air/oil mixture from the diesel compressors, some sort of ½” hose 

and bucket should be used to collect this condensate, rather than discharging directly in the ocean. 

• Solution: Blow Condensate Water Out 2:  Turn the PSPACP 1” ball valve off to cut air 

going into the large manifold, and then quickly open the bottom ½” condensate ball valve.  The back 

pressure from the 4 PSAPDs and their attached airline, will blow air backwards through the flowmeter to 

blow the collected air/oil into the manifold, and then out through the ½” ball valve. 

• Solution: Add Coalescing Filter Before Mainline: Compressor manufacturers also manufacture 

many other add-on filter systems to deal with water and oil coming from the compression of air from 

their compressors.  Consult with the compressor manufacturer to see what they can offer in a water 

coalescing filter to remove 90-95%+ of the oil/water after the air receiver tank and before it enters the 



air mainline.  There is water purging and power considerations to take into account for these filters to 

consider. 
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